
Javelin Comics

	I don't really read comics.  I watch comic book movies and TV shows, but I don't read them.  I'd like to.  I just have no freaking idea where to start.  But Hedgegrove was a bigger fan than I.  This is evidenced by both by this entry in his encyclopedia, but also in the boxes of comic books I had to clean out.  I kept a few of the boxes, thinking "This is it. I'm going to start reading comics", but I got completely lost once Superman was dead and replaced by four different people except that he wasn't actually dead, and also maybe Batman was trapped in the past?  Seriously, this is the sort of crap that keeps me from reading comic books. Or I guess "Graphic Novels". Whichever one you want.  Anyways, even someone who doesn't read the books knows that Comic universes boil down to the DC universe, and the Marvel (or "616", thanks Crisis on Infinite Earths) Universe.  Well according to Hedgegrove, there was a third Universe: Javelin Comics.

			Javelin Comics began in 1937, after the success of the yet-
			to-be-named Detective Comics and before Timely
			Publications, which would later switch to being called by its
			primary title "Marvel Comics".  Javelin began with 
			StupendousTales #1 which included the "Adventures of Silly
			Snail", about a buffoon snail who lives in "Hudson City",
			"The Revenge of Sunken Sailor" about a ghost pirate, and
			"True Stories" which were supposedly true tales from across
			the US about "simple people doing incredible things".  The
			True Stories were later revealed to be fabrications by the Head
			of Javelin's publishing firm Goodman-Calvin-Michaels LLC.
			Stupendous Tales became a huge hit and by the end of the 
			Golden Age of Comics in 1950 Javelin had three stand-alone 
			hero comics.  

	Okay, so it'll probably be easiest just to follow the Javelin titles from their conception to their end or to where they were when Hedgrove stopped writing about them.  So, "Stupendous Tales" lasted throughout the Golden Age and about halfway through the Silver Age" of comics; or in regular person language it began printing in 1937 and stopped in 1966.  During this time it acted as a way to test out new superheroes (like the short-lived square-jawed alien "Yesterday's Surprise", who could reach into the past and bring out the best of things. Mostly old fashioned American Values), but also as a corner stone by publishing their "funny animal stories" like Silly Snail (who was really just racist and inappropriate), Quentin Quail (who drove around in a "Model Q" with his "quail-dog" in the state of "Quailfornia" and marveled at how honest men and women were working to support war efforts and American ingenuity), and the Terrific Tapir who solved mysteries after-hours in a Zoo based on the one in Omaha Nebraska.  These stories were wildly popular and good sellers, which allowed for Javelin to experiment with some of their more tricky material.  The Revenge of the Sunken Sailor and Miss Manifest also started out in Stupendous Tales before branching off into their own titles (Miss Manifest had her own by 1943, both a reaction to the popularity of cowboy stories and also the popularity of Wonder Woman.  Sunken Sailor got his own comic in 1952 to bolster sales with a full-on pirate story title).
	Stupendous Tales was a terrific success, but by the time 1966 rolled around the improbably-named Dalvin Lundberg took over Javelin and had different ideas on how to make Javelin able to compete with Marvel and DC than the previous head publishers Rourke Goodman and John Calvin-Michaels did.  Recently the current Javelin head Ophelia Klein began the Stupendous Tales again- this was in 2006- and it's acted as a way to re-introduce superheroes and villains from the Silver and Bronze age that readers may have forgotten (Karlov the Old One, Captain Stardust, and the return of Quentin Quail) but also introduce new heroes to see how they test (Hedgegrove mentions one in particular, The Masque of Iboji, who practices a type of shadow-magic and is able to travel into a shade-world where everything is the opposite of what it is here.  Iboji was going to be getting her own title, the first issue where she'd go against a monster from the Shade-world named Atupa who would try to flip the two worlds, bringing shade to light and light to shade).  It's also important to note that even after Lundberg discontinued the comics, he allowed for the "funny animals" to be published in syndication and eventually have their own Hannah-Barbara show called Silly Snail and his Animal Antics which aired from 1969 to 1973.  Silly Snail still shows up every now and then in a Javelin comic, but he's now shown as a tired old drunk who's a remanent of an ignorant past.  Quentin Quail and the Terrific Tapir also show up, to much better results.

			Beginning in 1940 Javelin began printing 100 Miles Beneath 
			the Earth! which followed the adventures of Eracles in the 
			underground city of Akropolis as he fought against the corrupt 
			king Plutark, a Skeleton-warrior known as Bonezerk, and a Nazi 
			Drillship that was trying to attack America from underground. 
			Eracles was joined by Rocky, his Rock-dog, and Metheus, a torch-
			bearing pyromancer from The Lavalands.
							------
			As the Silver Age began 100 Miles Beneath the Earth! introduced
			more heroes, including a group of three bumbling Spartans who
			would have to go up against some truly great evils and
			miraculously make it out alive, Artemia (a Brilliant Moon Goddess
			who fought her main nemesis, Marllos God of War, with a 
			combination of technology and supernatural ability), and some
			solo adventures of Metheus.  Eventually Eracles was banished
			from Akropolis by Plutark to the New Mexico city of Los Aracos.
			Stories of Eracles and his supreme strength became immensely 
			popular in Europe, and 100 Miles Beneath the Earth! was among
			Javelin's most popular titles in foreign markets.  Eracles has
			been a member of ABSENT, the Globulars, and the League of 
			Nations as a representative for Akropolis and the Underground 
			Realm. Eracles has also been in one Javelin title or another since
			1940, and is one of Javelin's stand-out heroes.

	Yes, Eracles is Hercules and Akropolis is basically a Greco-Roman stand-in.  Also, yes, Eracles is basically Thor mixed with Aquaman mixed with every single "Hercules" movie Italy released in the sixties- like Hercules versus the Moon Men, and Hercules and the Haunted World.  Anyways, Eracles started out as your run-of-the mill square-jawed "good is good" hero.  He's still basically like that, but just like Hercules he's become much more buffoonish as time has gone on.  He had a really crazy time in the 90's when he ripped out the spine of the Dracula stand-in Vampyros, and he ripped off the head of Plutark (it's okay, though, because Plutark was still alive just as a talking head).  Because here's the biggest thing about 100 Miles Beneath the Earth!, it spiraled completely out of control and became so convoluted and bizarre by 1999 that Javelin detonated a bomb in Akropolis and re-set the world.  Exactly how out of control did t get?  So Eracles and Metheus first met their Nazi foe Kobold in 1943 and they stopped him from drilling into Akropolis and- by extension- America.  Kobold would later show up in the court of Plutark offering to give the evil king tanks and missiles and the like if Plutark would grant him eternal life.  Plutark agreed, and now Eracles and (by this time) his moon goddess girlfriend (who, yes, owned the moon) had to go and punch a bunch of tanks.  Now every time Kobold shows up he has this blue flame that follows him that's able to suck life out of people and give it to Kobold, but this little blue flame eventually gets a mind of its own and Eracles has to team up with a nazi (and Kobald is always very much a nazi) in order to stop the Blukap from eating all life.  After this Kobald thanked Eracles and Artemia and Metheus by sending them back in time to the age of "old Germany", where they meet a cursed sorcerer named Bluthaus who tries to steal Eracles' strength, Artemia's intelligence, and Metheus' wile in order to become the most powerful sorcerer in the land and destroy ancient Rome.  And Bluthaus succeeds, so then our three heroes (which, by the way, Akropolis is being destroyed by an oil baron, but then Miss Manifest walks into the fold to stop him) have to talk to Plato to build a time machine so that they can go back in time even further to team up with themselves to really stop Bluthaus.  Oh, Eracles also has to fight Vampyros and an alien mercenary army.
	So roughly at the point when Kobold had died and his soul was imprisoned by Plutark and then sold to Vampyros who had allied himself with Marllos and Kura'Lu the Old God of a thousand tentacles and Eracles had to shove a nuclear warhead into the Squid Monster's belly, Javelin decided to throw out everything and start anew.  This was 1999, and by 2000 we had New Akropolis issue #1.  In the sixteen years since then, Karlov the Old One (who's an ancient force that has manifested itself as a walking green rectangle. Karlov the Old One is awesome, especially since he doesn't kill anyone, but rewrites their existence to make them into completely different creatures. like when Karlov the Old One turned Hitler into a badger) has shown up to help take down Kura-Lu the Squid Monster, who actually returned from the "erased world" of the previous few decades with an "erased Eracles" to bring back the former timeline.  As Hedgegrove writes it, it could have been a complete disaster, but it sounds pretty cool. Mostly thanks to Karlov the Old One.  Oh, and Kobald and Blukap have come back, Kobald's still a life-sucking nazi, and Blukap is still basically a mischievous sprite that mostly wants to eat all life, mortal and immortal alike.

			Detective Drang was introduced in 1941 and borrowed 
			from the popular film noir genre.  It followed the titular 
			detective in his home city of Lenape as he fought crime with 
			the use of specialized weapons like knock-out gas, a shock 
			glove, and magnetic bullets.  Detective Drang was both more 
			prone to violence than his counterparts, having been fired 
			from the Lenape Police Force in Issue #1 for beating a mob 
			boss to death.  The violence of Drang's actions, though, was 
			only part of the appeal as Detective Drang's enemies were 
			often more nuanced and colored in, with even his Nazi nemesis 
			Herr Storm shown as having severe trauma after the First 
			World War.
							------
			By 1955 the Comics Code Authority had forced Javelin to 
			discontinue the Detective Drang series, and Detective Drang 
			#57 ended on a cliffhanger when super-villain The 
			Ringmaster was going to turn all of Lenape into Elephants to
			perform in his deadly circus.  Detective Drang was kept out 
			of circulation, despite the best efforts of Rourke Goodman,
			until 1968 when the new head of Javelin Dalvin Lundberg
			began the series as a way to mimic the popular Batman and
			The Question titles.  The New Adventures of Detective Drang
			was both a financial and critical failure for the next two years
			under Lundberg's leadership, and by the time the Silver Age
			of Comics ended Detective Drang was once again set to be 
			discontinued.
							-----
			Fortunately, Garreth Monroe took the mantle of writing duties,
			and starting with The New Adventures of Detective Drang
			Issue #10 it was clear that Detective Drang was back to being
			the dark, clever, stylish title it was when first it was imagined.
			Monroe wrote for The New Adventures and the title Drang
			introduced in 1983 which followed an aging Detective Drang
			as he faces against Herr Storm one last time, though the true
			story of the novel is one of two relics realizing their time has
			come and gone.

	So Drang is Batman.  Or Rorschach.  I have read Watchmen, that one was easy to get through and it was high school.  Hedgegrove zeroes in on the moral shading a lot of Drang characters get, which is true.  Even the Ringmaster eventually becomes more than a bargain-bin Joker.  Or rather, the fact that the Ringmaster realizes that he's just a bargain bin version of circus villains plays into deep insecurities and probably fuels a lot of his crime sprees (definitely one where he lets loose an army of clowns who blow up every theater showing Batman Returns).  Herr Storm, who's no longer a nazi but is still fueled by hate and trauma and basically wants to level Lenape in a misguided attempt to get revenge against the person who blew off his leg in World War I.  However, for me what's most interesting about Drang and what sets him apart from Batman, or Rorschach, or "The Question" is Drang's sense of humor.  So one of Drang's recurring villains is a mob boss named Johnny "Two Fists" Neil who was the lieutenant of the mob boss that Drang beat to death.  Johnny gets his nickname because he boasts "I Solve all my problems with two fists", and when Drang hears this he sort of mutters under his breath "How's that been working out for you?".  Maybe it reads better in comics.  But, Drang is also increasingly just fed up with the costumed psychos that start to pop up in Lenape, like Edison who has a light bulb gimmick, The Mistake (real name Niles Ono) who has an almost supernatural ability to cause minor errors that end up causing catastrophes, and who can forget The Falconer and his trio of trained falcons Aethon, Sarimonok, and Zu (Best line when Drang goes up against the Falconer: "You have fucking Falcons, why do you need to rob banks?").  Drang gets even more fed up with  the heroes he has to encounter, as he's a member of the Globulars (pronounced globe-you-larz), which is a cross-time Earth protection force of every single hero in the Javelin universe.  The Globulars really only show up when Javelin needed to sell a bunch of comics and so they decided to make a massive, world altering team up.  Like when Eracles blew up Akropolis.  Drang was in Los Aracos helping Rocky the rock-dog and a bunch of other adorable rock-puppies escape from the collapsing caves.  The juxtaposition between the dour Drang and the roly-poly rock-pups is fantastic.  Oh, and Rocky poops gravel on Drang's shoe. It sounds completely out of place in a Detective Drang story, it is completely out of place in a Drang story, and that's what makes it so great (that and the fact that there are four straight panels of Drang giving Rocky a death stare while Rocky gives Drang sad puppy eyes).  According to Hedgegrove Drang is still a popular Javelin title, and after a brief decline in the 90's when they tried to make Drang edgier (because having a guy who has literally shoved a tank shell- by hand- into Adolf Hitler isn't edgy enough), it's kept up a pretty decent quality.  Which is more that can be said about Batman.  Now if only Detective Drang were actually real.

			Miss Manifest was Javelin's primary western title, and
			was immensely popular from her first appearance in
			A Town Called Promise Issue #1 in 1943 to the end of
			her run Manifest and Rose Issue #60 in 1979.  For the
			run of the series A Town Called Promise Miss Manifest
			protected the Colorado frontier town of Promise using a
			pistol forged from the gold of the holy grail which shot
			"light bullets" alongside Sheriff Rose and her time shaman
			friend Still River.  These early stories kept Miss Manifest in 
			her own time period as she fought against the likes of
			Diamond-Eyed Jake and he Jewel Gang, Il Regale a mad 
			Italian Clock-maker, and Loco Motif the rail baron.  
						------
			In 1953 Miss Manifest and Sheriff Rose were married in 
			the first issue of Miss Manifest, written by Oliver Freeman
			who had gotten his start writing for Silly Snail.  Despite 
			finally having her name in the title, Miss Manifest gave 
			more focus on Sheriff Rose and downplayed Manifest's 
			heroics.  Manifest and Rose's guns were also taken away
			due to concerns the Comics Code Authority raised over gun
			violence in a book that was meant to target young girls.
			Rose was instead an expert with a lasso, making it possible 
			for him to stop and knock out villains and put them in
			Promise's jailhouse.  Meanwhile Manifest's gun was
			eliminated, instead giving her a necklace which could create
			"light shields" that would deflect villain's bullets and in one
			case shield her from a stampede of buffalo.  The Silver Age
			version of Miss Manifest also got rid of the character Still
			River, instead having Manifest get her necklace from a dying
			Spanish priest and having a bumbling cowhand named
			Ruckus Joe help Manifest and Rose fight the evils of Promise.

			The Miss Manifest title was a decided failure, though the
			popularity of western titles still gave Dalvin Lundberg hope
			when he took over writing duties in 1959.  He returned to the
			series' roots, and reintroduced Manifest's gun which he
			nicknamed "Destiny".  Lundberg also reintroduced Still River
			to the series, while keeping the spanish priest, Ruckus Joe, and
			Sheriff Rose's skills with a lasso.  The heroes of Promise would
			almost always save the day non-violently, using their iron will
			and American ingenuity.  Near the end of Lundberg's run as
			head write in 1967 he introduced a way to bring Miss Manifest
			into the primary Javelin timeline for the big cross-over Globuars
			event: Miss Manifest (with the aide of Still River) would shoot a
			hole in time and travel to the present.  This step into the realm of
			science fiction was wholly embraced in 1968 when Helena
			Trylbunker, a famed science-fiction and fantasy writer, took over
			to write Manifest's Destiny and later Manifest and Rose.  

	Apparently this switch to sci-fi wasn't enough to save the title once the "Bronze Age" of comics hit, but for a little over a decade Javelin had a fantastically bizarre hero in the time-travelling cowgirl modeled after the American ideal of Manifest Destiny (though despite this name she changed her view on Manifest Destiny and the supposed holy right America had to the Earth during her adventures in time.  Specifically to the far future where The Unified Earth Fleet is trying to eradicate a native species on the moon so that they can build a mini-mall there.  That's the same issue where Miss Manifest teams up with Moon Goddess Artemia).  However despite not having her own title after 1979, Manifest remained a popular character and would pop up (thanks to her "time shaman friend" and her holy light-pistol) in plenty of other titles including The Swift and Revenge of the Sunken Sailor.  Oh, and the very last story of Miss Manifest had her and Sheriff Rose (who once Trylbunker took over made him into a basically decent guy who was just in way over his head) stuck in a Westworld riff where they met robot versions of themselves who a mad hacker named Master Control had taken over to use the theme park as a kidnapping and extortion racket.  They also had to fight a Surveillance expert named The Visioneer who could essentially see everywhere at once thanks to his "surveillance glasses".  Recently Manifest has gotten her own series again, combining both the old-west adventure stories of the Golden Age with the wackadoo sci-fi of the early Bronze.  Hedgegrove didn't write a whole lot on it, but he did describe it as "one of the most experimental of all comic series" so that's got to count as something.

			Throughout Javelin's 70 plus years of existence many other
			heroes and stand-alone titles have been introduced and
			discontinued.  These titles range from Javelin's attempts at
			creating their own versions of superheroes from other
			comics (The Swift is Javelin's Flash-like speedster, ADAM is
			a close clone of Cyborg, and Patricia Small who is a size-
			shifter like Antman or The Atom) or Javelin tapping into
			popular trends (Revenge of the Sunken Sailor was a reaction
			to the popularity of pirate stories, Captain Stardust was a
			result of the popularity of David Bowie, and The Commodore 
			was a reaction to the growing popularity of video games).
						------
			Eventually all of Javelin's most popular heroes would come
			together in a massive cross-over event called The Globulars
			which was a group of heroes called together by ABSENT to
			protect the Earth from Null, a being of pure nothingness who
			had been banished to the inside of a black hole at the beginning
			of time but was awakened by a Soviet Satellite.  After the defeat
			of Null several heroes stayed on full time with the Globulars
			for The Continued Adventures of the Globulars which ran from
			1970 to 1993 with two other main cross-over events tied in.
			ABSENT and its head Harold Question also gained their own
			spycraft superhero comics starting in 1985 and going on
			through the present with The Presence of ABSENT Issue #34
			having just gone on shelves.

	A few interesting things.  One: Apparently Javelin was so convinced by the popularity of the Commodore that they decided to make a superhero out of it (apparently he could summon things from the "gameverse", which was particularly good for when he needed to travel to outer space in the ship from Asteroids).  Two : Aside from the release of Null by those pesky soviets, the Globulars would team up to fight Vampyros and his zombie army, Charon the Boatman to the River of Time, Kura-Lu the Squid Monster and the return of the Erased Timeline, and a C-List super villain named Mute (He's a villain of Captain Stardust who eats sound) who stumbles onto an amulet that allows him to absorb the powers of the Globulars and render them useless; Mute then sets forth to install the amulet on a communication satellite to forever silence the world and all of its creatures (it's also revealed that he'd essentially take away the vibrations that keep reality glued together).  Finally: As opposed to both marvel and DC most of the Javelin heroes don't use aliases or secret identities, instead having it be very clear to everyone who they are and what their relationship is to everyone.  I've got to say, it's at first really weird that so many law enforcement officials are OK with vigilante justice, but then it's just nice that no one has to have continued discussions on who to reveal their identity to and the fact that they have to keep this secret from their loved ones.  Oh, and eventually Dalvin Lundberg would try to introduce an X-Men/metahuman analogue in The Chernobites which sounds like a distasteful way of using the Chernobyl tragedy to explain mutant powers (it's also weird because only a few of them were Russian).  The Chernobites ran for a while, and was picked up again in the 90's, but overall it's mostly been forgotten.  However, most of them did use aliases like "Waverider" who could manipulate light waves, "Sponge" who could sap powers from other people, and "Cold Cut" who could create ice swords (though everyone jokes that he should have ham powers).
